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Abstract 

There are a number of issues which are involved with organizing a conference. Among these issues, assigning 
conference-papers to reviewers is one of the most difficult tasks. Assigning conference-papers to reviewers is automatically 
the most crucial part. In this paper, we address this issue of paper-to-reviewer assignment, and we propose a method to 
model the reviewers, based on the matching degree between the reviewers and the papers by combining a preference-based 
approach and a topic-based approach. We explain the assignment algorithm and show the evaluation results in comparison 
with the Hungarian algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Peer review is an evaluation process for the competence, significance and originality of researches by 
qualified experts [1]. The process is to comment on the validity of research by identifying scientific errors, 
judge the significance of research by evaluating the importance of findings, determine the originality of work, 
based on how much it advances the field, and recommend the paper to be published or rejected. One of the 
most important and time-consuming tasks is to assign each paper to appropriate reviewers [2]. The major 
concern is to take both suitability and efficiency into consideration simultaneously. It is laborious to decide 
which reviewer has enough knowledge of the research areas related to papers. Due to the great amount of 
reviewers and papers, it is huge for the program committee to carry out the assignment task. 

Our objective is to reduce the loads of both program committee and reviewers and make the conference- 
paper assignment task effectual. In order to achieve this objective, the following issues must be solved: 
- How to find out proper reviewers? : In the peer review process, the opinions of reviewers play a significant 

role in determining whether a paper should be accepted or not. At present, the process of evaluating and 
selecting reviewers is mainly semi-manual. However, the semi-manual selection method adopted currently 
is not only random but also subjective; and this leads to end up with unfair and inappropriate results. 
Hereby, selecting the suitable reviewer is the key step to ensure the quality of peer review process. 

- How to assign papers to reviewers? : Assigning papers to reviewers is another critical part of peer review 
process. The ideal assignment, which takes factors such as assigning efficiency and research area similarity 
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in consideration, is possible if every member reads every paper. However, this is impossible since there are 
usually several hundred submissions. Moreover, papers are submitted from a wide variety of topics; it is 
unlikely that every person would have the same ability and interests to review every paper. Therefore, it is 
necessary to balance the load as well as to assign papers to reviewers. 

2. Related Work 

Generally, the paper-to-reviewer assignment method can be classified into two categories: preference-based 
approach and topic-based approach. 

 
Preference-based approach:  
Several approaches in the paper-to-reviewer assignment problem make use of preference or bidding data from 
reviewers. In most preference-based approaches, the systems require the reviewers to bid papers to see whether 
they have their interest for the papers or not. A weakness in this approach is the inadequacy of bidding 
information. Rigaux [3] suggested the use of collaborative filtering techniques to grow the preference by asking 
users to bid on most of papers in a given topic. The basic assumption of collaborative filtering techniques is 
that reviewers who bid similarly on a number of the same papers have likely the similar preference for other 
papers. 
 
Topic-based approach:  
One view of paper-to-reviewer assignments is that papers should be assigned to reviewers with a certain degree 
of familiarity in the topic of paper. This view leads to topic-based approaches that use additional information. 
By using this information, reviewer assignments can be made so as to ensure a degree of similarity between 
paper’s topic and reviewer’s research area. The resultant ranking of each reviewer, based on topical knowledge 
with respect to a given paper, was called expert-finding or expertise modeling. One problem aroused with this 
approach is to identify what topics are covered in papers. Early efforts in this field focused mainly on paper 
abstracts, and topical similarity was determined through common information retrieval means involving 
keywords. Dumais and Nielsen [4] matched papers to reviewers by Latent Semantic Indexing trained on 
reviewer-supplied abstracts. In Basu et al. [5], abstracts from papers written by potential reviewers were 
extracted from the web via search engine, and then a Vector Space Model was constructed for the matching. 
Yarowsky and Florian [6] extended this idea by a similar Vector Space Model with a Naïve Bayes Classifier. 
Wei and Croft [7] proposed a topic-based means by a language model with Dirichlet smoothing. 
 

Under such approaches, systems with automatic paper-to-review assignment features are developed. 
Myreview proposed by Rigaux is designed to solve the problem of reviewer assignments. This is based on the 
preference-based approach: it asks each user to rate a sample of papers. A collaborative filtering algorithm is 
then performed to generate predicted preferences of reviewers. MyReview web-based system was used in the 
ACM/GIS2003 conference. Another web-based conference management system is GRAPE, based on Di Mauro 
et al. [8]. GRAPE is notable for considering both reviewers’ biddings and topical similarity. The paper’s topics 
from its title, abstract and references, and the reviewers’ topics by analyzing their previously written papers and 
web pages are respectively extracted. The system was evaluated on real-world datasets built by data from a 
previous European conference. 

3. Approach 

Although many studies have been published concerning the problem of conference-paper assignment, these 
studies mainly focused on biddings and did not provide much attention to other input sources. For example, the 
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collaborative filtering approach of MyReview considers only reviewers’ preferences. GAPRE considers both 
reviewers’ biddings and topical similarity, but the secondary source is only used when the reviewers fails to 
provide any preference. Therefore, the current preference-based systems render the following problems: 
- Consume additional hand-work and time; 
- Place too much emphasis on reviewers’ interests; 
- Require huge amount of calculation for meaning the similarity of research topics. 
Our approach combines both preference-based approach and topic-based approach in a way that does not 
require the bidding process of reviewers. We set out to present our approach in solving two viewpoints. 
 
Evaluation criteria and method: 
We propose a method to model reviewers, based on the matching degree between reviewers and papers by 
combining preference-based approach and topic-based approach. The traditional preference-based approaches 
assume that a person who has high interest for a paper is the suitable reviewer. However, these approaches 
suffer from several weaknesses. To solve this problem, we transform the reviewer preference into paper 
preference. As for the topic-based approach whose objective is to measure the similarity between reviewer’s 
and paper’s research area, we employ a new method by the reference information. Our matching degree is 
divided into two parts:  
- Preference of papers: reviewer’s expertise; 
- Similarity of topics: relevance of references. 
 
Assignment criteria and method: 
After the matching degree is measured, a matrix is constructed for assignment. Several constraints should be 
fulfilled to balance each load, and each paper is examined by adequate amount of reviewers. Since the existing 
algorithms are not applied to this assignment problem directly, we propose a flexible method. 
 

Figure 1 illustrates our system structure with calculation of matching degree and assignment algorithm. 

4. Framework of Reviewer Modeling 

The essential part of paper-to-reviewer matching task is to model the appropriateness for an expert. Until 
now, many researchers have carried out on the expertise modeling. An excellent example of expertise modeling 
is Author Persona Topic (APT), proposed by Mimno and McCallum [9]. APT model contains a number of 
features to capture the better association between a paper and a reviewer. The basic idea of APT model is that 
even if an author might study and write about several distinct topics, the author’s ranking for a given topic 
would not be decreased by his/her writings on different topics since papers are clustered from these topics into 
separate author persona. Although APT model is excellent in taking both author’s ranking and topic into 
consideration, it is very complicated for reviewer modeling. 

4.1. Reviewer Modeling 

We present our model for assessing the matching degree. We divide the matching degree between reviewer 
and paper into two aspects: expertise degree of reviewer, and relevance degree between reviewer and paper. 
 
Expertise degree of reviewer: 
Publications provide an effective way to evaluate the expertise of reviewer. Jauch and Glueck [10] stated that 
simple count of publications, modified by the quality index of journals, is the best way to assess the academic 
contributions of a researcher. Sun et al. [11] proposed a method to evaluate experts for R&D projects by 
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measuring each expert’s performance as publications, projects, historical performance in project selection and 
other experts’ opinions. Although these methods provide us with some illumination, they only offer simple 
solutions in limited domains. 
   We propose a model for measuring the expertise degree of reviewer in two main aspects in Figure 2: 
- authority: quality and quantity of publications 
- freshness: when was the paper published? 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
Calculating expertise degree: 
In order to calculate the expertise degree of reviewer, we first measure the quantity, quality and time interval 
independently. Quantity is calculated by the sum amount of the publications. Quality consists of two factors: 
number of citations to the paper and the ranking of journal. Here, we denote the ranking of journal to be the 
ratio of the impact factor of journal for the maximum impact factor within its field. Freshness is measured by 
using time interval with respect to the ratio for five years as the basis unit. For example, if a paper was 
published in 2005, then the time interval from 2013 is 8 years; and the freshness can be derived as 8/5 = 1.6. 
Since quality and time contributes independently to the expertise degree, they can be calculated by 
multiplicative algorithm. The quality and quantity are the benefit attributes. They positively relate to the 
reviewer’s authority. The greater the values of quality and quantity are, the greater the reviewer’s expertise 
degree is. The time is a cost attribute; it negatively reflects the freshness of a publication. 
   The quality can be represented as: Quality = (cj+1) ifj / ifmax.                                                                        (1) 

The freshness can be described as time by e-index: Freshness = exp(–tj/5).                                                     (2) 
Here, cj is number of citations for paper j; tj is time interval between published year of paper j and current year; 
ifj is impact factor of journal in which paper j published; and ifmax is maximum impact factor of journal within 
research discipline. Then, the expertise degree (Expertise) of each reviewer can be calculated as: 
     Expertise =  Quantity Quality Freshness = j=1,n (cj+1) (ifj / ifmax) exp(-tj/5).                                        (3) 
Finally, the normalized expertise degree for each reviewer is calculated, so that the maximum of each 
reviewer’s expertise degree is 1. 
 
Relevance degree between reviewer and paper: 
The traditional approach for measuring the relevance is to estimate the similarity between reviewer’s 
publication and submitted paper. Methods including Vector Space Model [12] and Latent Semantic Indexing 
techniques [13] have been devised for estimating the similarity of text documents. The weakness of the 
similarity-based methods is obvious: in most case, these methods involve the processes of extracting features 
from documents and calculating the similarity based on the extracted features. The process is of low efficiency 
because it is too complex and consumes a lot of time. 
   Our approach is based on the assumption that two papers which refer to the same reference share similar 
research areas strongly. Therefore, the more the number of common references two papers have, the more 
similar research field they are in. In order to compute the similarity of reference between reviewers and papers, 
we gather all references cited by a reviewer from his/her previous publications, and extract paper’s references 
from its bibliography. Bibliography contains a lot of information, including paper title, author, source and 
published year. Not only title but also author information should be taken into consideration when computing 
the similarity of reference. We classify the types of common referring into three categories: direct referring, 
same paper referring and same author referring, as shown in Figure 3: 
- Direct referring: paper P quotes one of reviewer R’s publication directly; 
- Same paper referring: both paper P and reviewer R refer to the same reference; 
- Same author referring: both paper P and reviewer R cite the same author A’s publication. 
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The relevance degree between reviewer and paper is calculated by combining these three referring information. 
We assign different weights to different kinds of referring. The method for determining the relative weight for 
three kinds of common referring is stressed. 
   The relevance between paper and reviewer is computed: Relevance = i=1, 3 (wi ri)                                   (4) 
Where Relevance is the relevance degree between reviewer and paper, w is the weight of common referring 
type, and r is the number of common referring type. The relevance degree is normalized so that the range of 
relevance degree is from 0 to 1. 

4.2. Matching Degree 

Determining weights of expertise degree and relevance degree: 
We can acquire two kinds of criteria for evaluating the matching degree between reviewer and paper. Here, we 
employ Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [14] to determine the relative importance of expertise degree and 
relevance degree. As listed in Table 1, the scale “[1, 9]” is used for making the pair-wise comparison judgment 
in AHP. Since relevance degree is computed by combining three kinds of common referring, we need to 
determine the weight of different types of common referring at first. Figure 4 illustrates AHP hierarchy 
structure model for determining matching degree for 3 users. we stands for the relative weight of expertise 
degree, while wr stands for the weight of relevance degree. 
 
Calculating matching degree by example: 
We asked 3 users to give pair-wise comparison matrices for the relevance degree and matching degree as 
shown in Tables 2 and 3. The pair-wise comparison matrices on three types of referring are presented: 
 
 
 
 
 
And, the pair-wise comparison matrices on expertise degree and relevance degree are: 
 
 
 
 
 
According to AHP algorithm, the weights for different kinds of common referring are derived as w1=0.62, 
w2=0.22 and w3=0.16, respectively. The important criterion on expertise degree and relevance degree are 
we=0,56 and wr=0.44. Then, the matching degree Matching is given by: 
     Matching = we Expertise + wr Relevance                                                                                                 (5) 

5. Assignment Problem 

   How to find out the appropriate and sufficient experts for each paper is a combinatorial optimization problem 
to find a maximum weight matching in a weighted bipartite graph. A weighted bipartite graph is a graph whose 
vertices are divided into two disjoint sets U and V such that every edge connects a vertex in U to one in V with 
a weight W. Hungarian algorithm [15] is one of many algorithms which were devised to solve the linear 
assignment problem. Hungarian algorithm is based on the viewpoint that an optimal assignment for the 
resulting cost matrix is also an optimal assignment for the original cost matrix if a number is added to or 

1    3     5                   1     4     4                   1 2      3 
U1 =  1/3   1    5/3  ,   U2=   1/4    1     1   ,   U3=    1/2    1    3/2

1/5  3/5   1                  1/4    1    1        1/3  2/3    1

1  1                      1    2               1   1
U1 =             ,     U2 =                ,     U3 =    

1  1                    1/2   1                1  1
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subtracted from all entries in any one row or column of a cost matrix. Unfortunately, the complex process in 
Hungarian algorithm cannot be fully adapted to our problem for the following reasons: 
- to solve the minimum weight matching problem; it cannot be applied to our problem directly; 
- to be a linear assignment problem, in which the numbers of reviewers and papers have to be equal. Each 

paper is only examined by one person and each reviewer inspects only one paper; 
- to become extremely complex and time-consuming when the numbers of reviewers and papers are too 

huge. 

5.1. Problem Formulation 

In order to present this problem in all of its complexities, we must consider matching degree as well as load 
balance. First of all, the assignments of papers to reviewers should be made so that the total matching degree is 
maximized. Given R for reviewers and P for papers together with a weight function M, the problem is 
expressed as: max i R j P M(i, j) aij                                                                                                           (6) 
Where aij = 1,   if reviewer i is assigned to paper j; 
                    0,   if reviewer i is not assigned to paper j. 
aij stands for the assignment of reviewer i to paper j. When m is the number of reviewers, the number of papers 
(n) reviewed by each reviewer is defined as: n = ceil(m |R| / |P|)                                                                     (7) 
Additionally, since the amount of papers and reviewers is huge, it is necessry to ensure that no single reviewer 
is overworked. Thus, the following constraints must be fulfilled: 
- Each reviewer should be assigned without more than n papers: j P aij n    for i R;                            (8) 
- Each paper should be reviewed by m reviewers: i R aij = m     for j P.                                                  (9) 

5.2. Assignment Algorithm 

Solving assignment problem: 
Without the above constraints, the best way to obtain the assignment with the maximum weight is to assign 
papers to the reviewer who has the largest matching degree. However, given the above objective function and 
constraints, we should find out a way to rearrange the assignment when conflicts occur. The fundamental idea 
is that when the conflict assignments occur it is proper to keep the assignment with larger deviation and remove 
the assignment with smaller deviation. This idea is based on the theory that if a value’s deviation is bigger in 
average it should be likely that the rest of data are smaller. Consider an example. Although the maximum 
values of data-sets a and b are both the same (100) as shown in Table 4, the rest data of a is smaller than that of 
b since the maximum value of a is more numerically distant from the rest of the data than that of b. If the 
assignment b3 is eliminated, it is still more possible to find a large value in the rest data of b than that of a. 
Thus, the maximum assignment in Table 4 should be a3 and b1 where the sum of the assignment is 
100+70=170. 
   In order to decide which value is distant from the average of the data, we first need to construct a matrix of 
matching and calculate the average matching degree of each row and column. Table 5 is an example of a 
matching degree matrix, and Table 6 is an example of assignment matrix. 
   After calculating the average value of each row and column, the deviation is defined as follows: 
     Dij = Mij – rai                                                                                                                                                  (10)  
     Qij = Mij – caj                                                                                                                                                 (11) 
D denotes the row deviation, which is the difference between the matching degrees of reviewer j and paper i, 
and the average matching degree of paper i. Q denotes the column deviation, which is the difference between 
the matching degree of reviewer j and paper i, and the average matching degree of reviewer j. Figure 5 gives 
the pseudo-code for the proposed deviation-based algorithm. 
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Example: 
We give an example to illustrate the process of our proposed algorithm. Consider the nonlinear assignment 
problem in Table 7, where the numbers of reviewers and papers are no equal. In this example, every reviewer is 
assigned to no more than two papers (n=2) and every paper is reviewer by exactly one reviewer (m=1). Find out 
the maximum matching degree in each row. 
(1) Round 1: A13, A22, A33, A43 
   Totally 3 assignments exist in column R3. The row deviation of M33 (0.17) is the smallest among three 
assignments. The assignment A33 should be removed. Continue the maximum value in row that does not yet 
have an assignment. 
(2) Round 2: A31 
   Stop when all papers are assigned to one reviewer. The final assignment is shown in Table 8(c) via their 
temporary assignment s in Table 8(a) and Table 8(b). 

6. Experiments and Evaluation 

We conduct experiments and evaluate our approach based on the experimental results. The available data 
sets for reviewer modeling were collected from the existing public data. The impact factor is acquired from the 
Journal Citation reports (JCR) [16], the cited time of a paper and its references can be obtained from CiteSeerX 
[17]. Moreover, the quantity of reviewer’s publications and their published year can be gathered from DBLP 
[18]. Totally 313,620 papers with 2,084,019 references were stored in the constructed database. All papers are 
published in the field of Computer Science from 1980 to 2011. 

The experiment is to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our algorithm. All experiments were 
carried out on PC, running Windows 7 with AMD Athlon 64 Processor 3200+ (2.0GHz), 2G RAM. The 
experimental data sets are random data that range from 0 to 1. 
(1) Efficiency: time consumption 
   We evaluated the efficiency performance of our algorithm. As shown in Table 9, our algorithm can 
significantly reduce the time consumption in comparison with Hungarian (bipartite graph matching) algorithm. 
(2) Effectiveness: assignments under constraints 
   We conducted an experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. The results demonstrate the 
rate of assignments which succeed in achieving maximum matching degree, as shown in Table 10. Our 
algorithm is successful in satisfying maximum weight assignment in most cases though it fails in small-scale 
matrixes. 

A failed example is given to explain the limitation of our algorithm. Consider the case of 3-order matrix 
assignments, shown in Table 11. The result of assignments is displayed in Table 12. The sum of the assignment 
is sum(1) = 0.20+0.99+0.99 = 2.18. However, the sum of the maximum matching degree is sum(2) = 
0.99+0.99+0.40 = 2.38 > sum(1). It can be seen from this example that our algorithm may fail to satisfy 
maximum matching degree assignment in small-scale matrix. The failure is caused by insufficient amount of 
data for measuring the average value and deviation. When the scale of the matrix becomes larger, our algorithm 
is able to conform to the maximum assignment requirements. 

7. Conclusion 

We investigated the problem of automatic paper-to-reviewer assignment. Our paper analyzed the problem of 
paper-to-reviewer assignment and proposed a framework of reviewer modeling, based on matching degree by 
using their previous publications. More importantly, we showed an assignment algorithm that could lead to 
efficiency improvements in large size assignments. The main contributions of our paper are: 
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- In the theoretical aspect, our assignment algorithm throws light on the solution of other kinds of 
assignment problems; 

- In the applicant aspect, the paper-to-reviewer assignment method can be fielded to provide support for 
academic conference management. 

A key question for future work is to rearrange the assignments dynamically by allowing reviewers to send 
feedback to the assignment results. Additional analysis and observation of user’s feedback in future could 
significantly help to improve the satisfaction of users. 
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Figure 1: Processing flow in our approach                                                                      Figure 2: Expertise defree of reviewer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Common referring types                                                           Figure 4: Matching degree 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Matching degree in AHP hierarchy                                        Figure 5: Assignment algorithm 
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Table 5: Matching degree matrix                                                                     Table 6: Assignment matrix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7: Example of matching degree matrix                                 Table 8: Example of nonlinear assignment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9: Comparison in time-comsumption 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 10: Successful rate of matrix weight assignment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 11: Failed example in our approach                                                 Table 12: Example of assignment 
 
 
 
 

ca3ca2ca1Column average

ra4M43M42M41P4

ra3M33M32M31P3

ra2M23M22M21P2

ra1M13M12M11P1

Row averageR3R2R1

ca3ca2ca1Column average

ra4M43M42M41P4

ra3M33M32M31P3

ra2M23M22M21P2

ra1M13M12M11P1

Row averageR3R2R1

A43A42A41P4

A33A32A31P3

A23A22A21P2

A13A12A11P1

R3R2R1

A43A42A41P4

A33A32A31P3

A23A22A21P2

A13A12A11P1

R3R2R1

0.730.560.53Column average

0.540.870.570.18P4

0.580.750.420.57P3

0.620.370.870.61P2

0.690.920.370.75P1

Row averageR3R2R1

0.730.560.53Column average

0.540.870.570.18P4

0.580.750.420.57P3

0.620.370.870.61P2

0.690.920.370.75P1

Row averageR3R2R1

100P4

000P3

010P2

100P1

R3R2R1

100P4

000P3

010P2

100P1

R3R2R1

100P4

001P3

010P2

100P1

R3R2R1

100P4

001P3

010P2

100P1

R3R2R1

100P4

001P3

010P2

100P1

R3R2R1

100P4

001P3

010P2

100P1

R3R2R1

(a) (b) (c)

0.313 sec.0.179 sec.0.079 sec.0.01  sec.Hungarian algorithm

0.174 sec.0.087 sec.0.037 sec.0.005 sec.Our algorithm

20 20 matrix10 10 matrix5 5 matrix3 3 matrix

0.313 sec.0.179 sec.0.079 sec.0.01  sec.Hungarian algorithm

0.174 sec.0.087 sec.0.037 sec.0.005 sec.Our algorithm

20 20 matrix10 10 matrix5 5 matrix3 3 matrix

10010010080Successful rate(%)

20 20 matrix10 10 matrix5 5 matrix3 3 matrix

10010010080Successful rate(%)

20 20 matrix10 10 matrix5 5 matrix3 3 matrix

0.250.800.73Column average

0.630.400.500.99III

0.450.150.990.20II

0.700.200.900.99I

Row averageCBA

0.250.800.73Column average

0.630.400.500.99III

0.450.150.990.20II

0.700.200.900.99I

Row averageCBA

001III

010II

100I

CBA

001III

010II

100I

CBA

100III

010II

001I

CBA

100III

010II

001I

CBA

(a) (b)


